The International Nan Shaolin Wuzuquan Association
Conference and Competition 1st to 6th November 2019
The GB Team
After many months of squad training in London and the rigours of obtaining a Chinese Visa, the Team
under the guidance and coaching skills of Grandmaster Han were:
Nigel Gilham......…….Wuzuquan, KIXX Martial Arts Club, Maidstone
Tracy Gilham...……...Wuzuquan, KIXX Martial Arts Club, Maidstone
Richard Timmis.........Wuzuquan, Burton-on-Trent
Jill Doyle......….…......Wuzuquan, Burton-on-Trent
Pam Appleby....…......Wuzuquan, Burton-on-Trent
Robert Leighton...…..Wuzuquan, Shrewsbury
Andrew Williams...….Wuzuquan, Shrewsbury
Piotr Klap…………….Wuzuquan, Middlesex
Tina Ng...……………..Wuzuquan, Middlesex
Samuel Lee…………..Wuzuquan, Middlesex
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Obtaining Visas
The invitations for the 30th Annual meeting of the International Nan Shaolin Wuzuquan Association
event in Quanzhou, China, arrived in June 2019. This would allow the Great Britain Team adequate
time to arrange their visas for the visit. In previous years the invitations arrived with only a month or
two to prepare, making it very difficult for people to commit to attending.
The Chinese visas presented a new set of problems this year. For the first time it was compulsory for
the visa application form to be completed using the internet. Postal applications were not permitted
because of the new requirement for finger prints and photos. Therefore, everyone had to go to their
local visa office in person to present their information and have their photo and finger prints taken. As
a result of Team members residing in various parts of the country, the Chinese Visa Application
Centers in London and Manchester were chosen. Original copies of personal invitation letters from
the event organisers were required to accompany flight itineraries and the printed, completed
Application Form. The personal invitations were kindly provided by Master Zhang Xiaofeng. The
original documents arrived by post and contained the required; name, date of birth, passport number,
gender, home address and the official association stamp, for each individual!
Tina was the first person to have her visa approved but because she was living in Sydney, Australia at
the time, she used the office there.
Richard, Jill and Pam were the first to apply for their visa in the UK at Manchester office. Their
application was approved first time. They were told to collect their passport and visa after four days.
Grandmaster Han and Peter were the next to apply but this time, in the London office. Their
applications were rejected because they had a square stamp on their invitation, not a round stamp.
They were give a week to obtain a letter with a round stamp. Nigel contacted Master Xiaofeng who
happened to be on a martial arts visit to Indonesia at the time, and asked him to provide copies of the

letter with a round stamp. He did a magnificent job and the new letters arrived in time for Nigel and
Tracy's application appointment. Nigel and Tracy had their visas approved first time so Grandmaster
Han and Peter would be ok with the new letter. Robert and Andrew were updated with the new letter
and as a result were approved in Manchester. Samuel was the last to have his visa application
approved and experienced no problems.
The Overseas Hotel, Quanzhou - Arrival Banquet
All of the delegations arrived on the 1st November and checked into the hotel. In the evening everyone
was asked to attend an Opening Ceremony Banquet. This marked the opening of the 30th Anniversary
event with speeches and demonstrations from all of the participating countries. This was a recurring
theme that was to be present throughout the event. Well done to Jill and Pam for their first ever
martial arts demonstration. After the festivities, Grandmaster Han was called to attend the competition
rules briefing on the 11th floor of the hotel.

The lobby of the Overseas Hotel, Quanzhou

The GB Team with the former Mayor of Quanzhou

The Committee Meeting
On the 2nd November all of the people associated with the event walked through Quanzhou to the
hotel where the Committee meeting was to be held. As you will appreciate, this was a very long
procession of people stopping traffic and causing delays on their way to the venue. Once inside the
conference room of the Quanzhou Hotel, the meeting began with speeches of appreciation for those
that had traveled great distances to be present. Next in this the 30th year Anniversary, was the
presenting of a gift in acknowledgment of all of the previous Chairmen of the International Nan
Shaolin Wuzuquan Association. A personalised, solid gold medal commemorating the event was
presented to all eleven Chairmen. For those who had passed away, family members accepted the gift
on their behalf.

Walk to the Commitee meeting. Greeting at the Hotel entrance.

Lunch for all the delegates

Following lunch, everyone walked back to the Overseas Hotel. We were put onto coaches and taken
to the opening of a new sports hall at the Quanzhou Stadium. There was local media coverage of this
event which was commemorated by speeches from local dignitaries and the cutting of a ribbon on the
steps. The new stadium trainin hall was used as a rehearsal for the competition by the performing of
demonstrations for those people present at the opening.

The Opening Ceremony
for the new sports hall in
Quanzhou

The Competition
The competition took place on the 3rd November in the Quanzhou Stadium. Coaches were provided to
ferry the athletes to and from the hotel. The organisers decided to condense the competition into a
one day event so the judging was a little hectic with as many as four athletes competing at once!
There were many hand and weapon categories that were divided into male and female age groups.
The following medals were won by members of the GB Team...
Tracy Gilham...……....Gold (Hand Form), Silver (Sparring)
Nigel Gilham...….....…Silver (Hand Form), Silver (Sparring)
Richard Timmis…..…..Bronze (Hand Form)
Robert Leighton…..….Bronze (Hand Form)
Andrew Williams….....Bronze (Hand Form)
Tina Ng……………......Bronze (Hand Form)
Piotr Klap…………......Bronze (Hand Form)

The Opening of the Kong Han Club
With the personal invitation of Master Henry Lo, a very long procession of coaches took all of the
delegates to the new Kong Han Club based in Jinjiang. Everybody was lined up behind their country's
flag and paraded through the town for about a kilometer to reach the venue where the presentation of
a glass plaque was made to the heads of each group. The celebrations continued throughout the day
and included a delicious meal, demonstrations and a lot of team socialising.
Unbeknownst to a lot of people we were all to be witness to the surprise wedding of Master John
Graham (USA) to Julie, his new wife. The pair were regaled in traditional costumes and enjoyed the
equally traditional wedding ceremony after which everyone enjoyed a haerty meal and toasts.

The World Wuzuquan Convention.

Comemorative Plaques to each nation.

The Parade through town.

The meal after the performances.

The Tour to Dehua Porcelain
On the 5th November we were treated to a tour of the ancient porcelain manufacturing region centred
around the city of Dehua, approximately two hours drive from Quanzhou. We stopped at three famous
porcelain museums and factories. The quality of the items on sale was amazing. Some of the items
that had been fashioned from the porcelain were simply awesome!
Lunch was in a hotel located in the centre of the city. The closing ceremony for the event was an open
air demonstration from local clubs and the international members of the delegations present.

We were all excited to be part of the event and with the Closing Ceremomy. Everyone took the
opportunity to join in a 'toast' or swap tokens to remember the event.

We would all like to thank Grandmaster Han for all his help with preparations for the GB Team, the
event organisers, translators, helpers and the Chinese Government, all of whom made the event
possible.
I have personal thank you's to Mr Zhang Xiaofeng, Abraham Winata and Tracy Gilham for their help
with all of the paperwork needed for us all to attend this excellent meetin in China!!!.
Thank you Derrick for a really good laugh, we cannot wait until next time :-)
Author: Nigel Gilham

